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In her first book, My Last Supper, Melanie Dunea transformed a pastime that has animated

restaurants after hours for decades into a sumptuous photographic journey that provided a glimpse

into the rarified world of top chefs. The book garnered national media and critical acclaim for the

chic and beautiful package and the totally unique concept.In My Last Supper: The NextCourse,

Dunea expands her circle from the highest echelons of chefs to include the best-loved food

personalities such as Emeril Lagasse, Rachael Ray, JoÃ«l Robuchon, Tom Colicchio, and Bobby

Flay to ask them the question that drove the first volume: "What would you eat for your last meal on

earth?"A perfect gift for anyone who loves food, beautifully produced with gorgeous photography,My

Last Supper: The Next Course is so much more than a coffee table bookâ€•it's a fascinating glimpse

into the world of people who eat, breathe, and sleep food. As the number of people whoconsider

themselves foodies has exploded, this book is sure to capture the audience who loved the first one

and captivate those who are new to the scene.
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Amazing book whether you like food or not! This is about what makes people and in this case 50 of

the world's top chefs tick!I recommend everybody that loves life to read this book.Not sure what

inspires you in life? Read this book for some ideas.This book is a journey through top chefs about

what's really important in life for all of us.



i don't know how ms. dunea did it, but she managed to make another EXQUISITE book on this

clever concept. her photos all reflect the personality of the subject with creativity and a whimsical

feeling; the selection of chefs is wonderful; recipes interesting (and work!) ; and, of course, quality of

the book excellent. a MUST for the coffee table and the holiday gift list!

I love portraits and I love food. I also loved the interview questions which revealed what chefs

valued in foods and in their lives. The portraits were wonderfully imaginative and well composed. A

perfect coffee table book.

I purchased this book after seeing the author on TV discussing the concept and recipes with some

celebrity chefs featured in the book. I knew I had to run out and get a copy. Its a truly amazing book

and a must have for any foodie! I have since bought several copies to give as holiday gifts to friends

and fellow food lovers this year! Not only do we get a glimpse inside the world of all these amazing

chefs but the recipes are fabulous and the photography stunning.This book is a must have and I

highly suggest it to anyone who enjoys all things food.

This is a large book, worthy of any coffee table! It should be left out as you can pick it up, flip it open

anywhere and enjoy the great photos and text. It was quite an education , as these are true

"foodies" who live on a different gastronomical planet than myself. Entertaining to say the least and

a worthwhile addition to your library.

This is a second in a series. I think I like the first one a bit better...its also called My Last

Supper.Just a wonderful book in a million ways. I've given many as gifts. Great meditation on food,

life, celebration, recipes, death, mortality, etc. Well written, amazing photographs, a few interesting

recipes as well.

I couldn't be more thrilled that Melanie Dunea has come out with a follow up to "My Last Supper".

"The Next Course" is definitely an upgrade - the worlds best chefs, delicious recipes, and stunning

photographs make for just a fabulous book. My coffee table has never looked better than with both

books displayed side by side. Whether you're a food fan, a photography fan, or just a fan of

beautifully designed books, this book will not disappoint. Can't wait to give this as my go-to gift for

the holidays.



This book has stunning portraits of your favorite chefs! A masterpiece! You will learn so much about

the greatest chefs of the food world. A must have for any foodie in your life. Melanie Dunea has a

unique gift of getting into the minds of top culinary experts, and gets them to open up like never

before! This is a perfect present... lovely gift for the holidays too!
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